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Statement by the Founder, Luffer Wong 
 
After living and working for over 40 years in South East Asia and Greater China, I 
realise the scope of the underserved and underutilized communities in our world. 
Many people come from disadvantaged backgrounds, yet they still deeply believe in 
the value of education. I believe that anyone, whom is better equipped with 
knowledge and wisdom has a better chance to achieve more in life and to contribute 
more to society.  
 
As a youth, I was lucky enough to have — as we say in Mandarin — a ‘sister’ and 
‘brother’ take me under their wing. They helped me, a struggling student without the 
privilege of resource, to learn English. Without that help, I could not have completed 
high school in Malaysia, graduated with a BSc in Taiwan, nor later attained my MBA 
in Leicester, UK. 
 
To this day, I am grateful for the generosity and kindness shown to me at that critical 
stage in my life. The idea of family that my ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ practiced continues 
to stay with me. I always treasure this ideal of helping one another. With Cooonet, I 
aim to build a community in that same spirit of familial support; to create a digital 
family centered around the belief that pursuing education can make a difference.  
 
Today, the ubiquitous coverage of mobile broadband and the proliferation of 
inexpensive smartphones means that virtually every household and every child can 
have affordable access to the Internet. Sadly, both online and offline education 
services for children, the youth, and adults alike have remained largely institutional, 
catering to wealthier classes who can afford private tuition.   
 
The technology known as distributed ledgers and smart contracts has given me and  
Cooonet the means to completely disrupt the traditional institutionalised education 
system and render it more innovative, dynamic and accessible to all. Cooonet 
endeavours to operate a platform where individuals can offer a diversity of freelance 
services; where students can find quality tutors for their personalised learning needs; 
and where a decentralized global marketplace can erase barriers to entry and 
barriers to education. I believe that in the 21st century anyone, anywhere can learn 
anything, anytime. 
 
My vision is to enable people who are passionate about learning and teaching, and 
make the world smaller, flatter and happier. 
 
I hope you too are inspired by this and would like to play a role. 
 
Luffer Wong, CEO and Founder, Cooonet 
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Light Paper - Executive Summary  
The Cooonet Platform is an innovative worldwide multipurpose online service 
exchange platform. Cooonet offers an efficient and user-friendly digital alternative 
for users to search for and to provide all kinds of educational services online. These 
services will be hosted in Cooonet’s digital session room — users, that is both service 
providers and service seekers, such as learners and tutors, will be connected through 
video, audio, text, image, file-share, and an embedded smart whiteboard interface. 
Users will also have access to a set of handy session room learning features.  
 

Figure 1:  Cooonet has an expanding portfolio: Teaching, Tutoring, Coaching, Mentoring 
 

 

Source: Cooonet 
 
Cooonet’s vision is to become the one-stop destination for global online education 
services “e-services” by creating for the first time an education service marketplace 
to the cloud. Beginning with online education in Asia, Cooonet will tap into the 
marketplace of a ubiquitous broadband connected global village.  
 
The Cooonet founders believe in human interaction and personal touch. They believe 
that human roles in the education service industry can never be fully replaced by 
artificial intelligence, at least not in the foreseeable future, so teachers, trainers, 
tutors, coaches and mentors are all here to stay! 
 
There already exists a huge growing Internet market for online academic, vocational 
and leisure services — academic tutoring, foreign language tutoring, online fitness 
training — yet it is presently fragmented and largely decentralized with variable 
efficacy and questionable quality. A platform that offers a centralized and easily 
searchable database of services; maintains rankings and review systems to ensure 
quality; guarantees safe and secure transactions; and seamlessly integrates 
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education, work, life and leisure, is a potentially massive runaway success.  Cooonet 
is building a product that could be the next giant in the logical development of 
educational e-commerce — bringing the service industry into the cloud.  
 
Figure 2:  Cooonet Ecosystem 

 
Source: Cooonet 

 
Cooonet believes in openness and equality. We strive to provide real opportunities 
to anyone who wants to provide services or acquire services. We believe in 
ubiquitous access to all types of knowledge and skills in subjects such as academia, 
business, legal, health, sports and leisure. The vision is for the first time that: 

• Anyone can join Cooonet and better themselves through learning.  
• Anyone can find legitimate advice from verified professionals online.  
• Anyone can get access to quality controlled content. 

 
Cooonet’s vision has a strong emphasis on being a social enterprise and enabling 
access for all plus a strong charity support that enables even the economically 
disadvantaged to gain access. Cooonet is about and giving back to society.  
 
Our service ranking systems are designed to reward talent and service quality: 
experienced tutors who are consistent and highly-rated will enjoy good placements, 
new tutors who have promising metrics will rise. Our system will ensure quality of 
service and a happy user experience on both buy and sell sides.  
 
A key innovative is the smart contract system called CoooSession. A CoooSession 
enables users, the service providers and service buyers, to enter into service 
exchange contracts without the use of intermediaries or agents. This secure contract 
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technology establishes trust between two parties without the involvement of a third 
party, and without the need for an in-person meeting, allowing a decentralized peer-
to-peer marketplace ecology to develop. Smart contract technology ensures safe and 
secure transactions throughout Cooonet’s online service marketplace. This includes 
both services and content. 
 
Cooonet also has a unique and innovative way of using smart contracts to manage 
intellectual property assets, that is educational content. This unique enabling smart 
contract application is called CoooIPUR. 
 
Cooonet’s sheer potential size, in terms of volume of teachers and learners, and 
volume of tutoring, coaching, training sessions within a comprehensive e-services 
Asian and Global marketplace will create massive circulation usage for CoooCoin.   
 
The Asian market for private tuition is massive.  
 
Figure 3:  Cooonet has huge geographic growth expansion opportunities 

 
Source: Cooonet 

 
Cooonet will drive initial user growth by focusing primarily on schoolwork, 
standardized testing, and English & Chinese as foreign languages.  Cooonet has the 
ambition to expand and accommodate comprehensive online education services: 

• all subject domains such as playing musical instruments, computer 
programming, mastering software, legal, accounting, marketing, sports;  

• all learning methodologies such as tutoring, coaching, training and instructing.  
 

Cooonet is one of the first blockchain social enterprises. Cooonet creates 
opportunities for philanthropic work by connecting donors, volunteer tutors and 
students in need, partially or fully subsidizing the tuition cost in the process. The 
Cooonet Charity Centre promotes equal access to educational resources and skill 
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acquisition. During the early phases of Cooonet Platform adoption, the charity centre 
will allow us to drive user acquisition and establish our brand.  
 
Cooonet embraces the concept of sharing. Cooonet’s goal is to become a ‘truly 
shared company’. It will share with participants who have contributed to the success 
of Cooonet: service or goods providers, service or goods purchasers, promoters, 
donors and volunteers who participate in the Cooonet Charity initiative.  
CoooRewards are a reward distributed to regular and outstanding participants of the 
Cooonet operation. CoooRewards may be exchanged for CoooCoin. 
 
Cooonet Corporation and its group of operating companies, provides the 
international operating platform. The Cooonet Platform has been designed to be as 
user friendly and intuitive as possible.  
 

Cooonet’s mission is to make the world smaller, flatter and happier. 
 
Cooocoin Corporation and the Token Sale and Purchase 
CoooCoin is a digital exchange token and the sole medium of exchange on the 
Cooonet Platform. CoooCoin will be offered for sale by Cooocoin Corporation, 
www.Cooocoin.com,  in the Token Generating Event.  The CoooCoin may be stored in 
any ERC20-compliant personal digital wallet and traded on token exchanges. 
 
Cooocoin Web links and Important Information 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CooonetProject/ 
REDDIT: https://www.reddit.com/user/cooonet 
TWITTER: https://twitter.com/cooonetproject 
Bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=1197178 
Telegram: To Be Added 
CoooCoin TGE website: https://www.cooocoin.com  
Email: tge@cooocoin.com  
 
Key Dates:  
Private Sale Opens: 20th February 2018 
Public Sale Opens: 1st September 2018 and Token Sale Closure, on or before, 30th 
September 2018 
 
Token Economics 

• Hard cap is 500,000,000 COOO equivalent to 50,000 ETH  
• Soft cap is 100,000,000 COOO equivalent to 10,000 ETH 
• CoooCoin Token has a registered code of COOO 

 
END OF LIGHT PAPER – Executive Summary 
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1.0 Cooonet Business 
 
Cooonet Platform is a promising worldwide multipurpose online service exchange 
platform for educational services. Cooonet Platform offers an efficient and user-
friendly digital alternative for users to search for and to provide all kinds of services 
online. Its mission is to bring the service marketplace fully into the cloud and 
establish itself as the centralized, massive one-stop platform. The Platform will 
enable buyers to search for and negotiate with sellers, connect users in an 
interactive learning environment for their lessons or services, provide a secure 
payment method between digital wallets, and create a seamless user experience — 
all on the cloud.  
 
Most existing internet service platforms are more or less intermediaries or agencies. 
Their business model typically revolves around charging high commissions or fees for 
the transactions they facilitate. Virtually all existing platforms are also highly niche, 
with numerous competitors in the same industry — standardized testing is a popular 
one. Broader platforms tend to focus on brick and mortar services such as finding a 
cleaner or a gardener, and thereby face inherent geographic constraints. Cooonet’s 
vision and scope is unique in its ambition to become massively comprehensive and 
global, as well as for its fully digitized and cloud-based outlook.  
 
Cooonet Platform deploys state-of-the-art blockchain technology and is structured to 
take full advantage of crucial blockchain components such as smart contracts, 
sharing tokens, exchange tokens and intellectual property assets.  
 
CoooCoin is a digital Ethereum-powered exchange token used as Cooonet Platform’s 
sole medium of exchange. 
 
1.1 Cooonet’s Vision and Mission  
Vision  
Cooonet’s Vision is to be a great online service platform and charity centre for 
people to serve and be served without the usual bounds and limits.  
 
Mission – flatter, smaller, happier 
The Mission is made of three strategic thrusts 

• First Mission Thrust to make the world flatter by effectively redistributing 
knowledge resources: to help every student in need, haves and have-nots, in 
developed cities and underprivileged regions/villages; to give everyone a 
chance to serve, and be served, with or without a fee; to create free interactive 
spaces for everyone to learn from peers, seniors or tutors and then to pay back 
by helping peers and juniors.  
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• Second Mission Thrust is to make the world smaller by breaking the language, 
cultural, time-place barriers anytime anywhere.  

• Third Mission Thrust is to make the world happier by giving everyone an 
opportunity to help and be helped, especially for helping the young, poor and 
disadvantaged.  

 
1.2 CoooSession  
Cooonet Platform allows service seekers to search for service providers who best suit 
their needs and negotiate the content, price, time, duration, and other conditions 
pertaining to the lesson or service under negotiation. If the terms are agreeable, the 
parties will sign a smart contract on the smart contract system without the need for 
intermediaries or for meeting each other in person. The smart contract will execute 
automatically when the specified conditions are fulfilled and payment will be 
transferred to the service provider’s wallet. CoooSession, the smart contract system 
embedded into the Cooonet Platform, is based on established, secure blockchain 
technology.  
 
Users have full control over the exchange of services and their transactions — only a 
very small service fee is charged by the Platform.  
 
The smart contract system promotes trust and ease of exchange between 
contracting parties. It facilitates a simple and secure way of entering into and 
fulfilling a service exchange contract. Services exchanged via smart contract are 
systematically noted on a permanent record, which is traceable and may be referred 
to in the event of a dispute. These service records may also be used for certification 
if needed, as proof of services provided.  
 
1.3 CoooIPUR  - Intellectual Property Asset Management  
Cooonet Intellectual Property System is called CoooIPUR.  CoooIPUR  is a digital 
asset.  
 
CoooIPUR is an easy-to-use simple digital asset which records the intellectual 
property rights, ownership and attributes of any given copy of teaching material 
circulated on the Cooonet Platform. CoooIPUR enables users to securely and legally 
buy, sell, transfer, or donate teaching materials they have acquired. It also enables 
detailed control over conditions such as period of use, type of use, and allows for 
flexible transactions such as progressive payment schemes. CoooIPUR is fully 
integrated into the Platform. It is the centrepiece technology of the Cooonet 
Intellectual Property System.  
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1.4 CoooReward is a Loyalty Reward Changeable to CoooCoins  
Cooonet is established with sharing and love as its core humanitarian values and 
corporate philosophy. It will grow to become a truly shared company. CoooRewards 
is a sharing reward for regular and outstanding participants who have contributed to 
the success of Cooonet, such as service or goods providers, service or goods 
purchasers, promoters, plus donors or volunteers who participate in the Cooonet 
Charity initiative. CoooRewards may be exchanged for CoooCoin, and can be used for 
the acquisition of services or goods on the Cooonet Platform at discounted prices 
under the terms and conditions stipulated in the bonus/rewards schemes.  
 
The Reward Scheme includes but is not limited to: Donor Award, Volunteer Tutoring 
Award, Consumer Reward, Service Provider Reward, Good Service Award, Learner 
Referral Reward, Tutor Referral Reward, Contribution Award, and etc.  
 
 
1.5 Online Services: Tutoring, Materials & Session Rooms 
Cooonet Platform is a comprehensive digital marketplace that offers an easy-to-use 
interface for users to intuitively search and browse for services that range from legal 
advice and medical opinion to nutrition and fitness training; from mental health 
counselling to college admissions advisory; from city-specific traveling advice and 
planning to hair styling, cosmetics, and fashion; from learning a programming 
language and mastering Photoshop to understanding organic chemistry and playing 
the drums.  
 
Cooonet’s digital session room supports academic tutoring, standardized test 
preparation, language acquisition, coding and software, professional services, 
business and job skills, and interests and hobbies.  
 
There is an incredible wealth of knowledge and know-how to be shared between 
people, and our dream is for Cooonet’s community to blossom into a rich, diverse, 
and living encyclopaedia powered by human individuals. We believe that learning 
from each other is a beautiful human tradition that has endured for millennia, and is 
one that will grow and become even more precious as technology continues to 
advance and displace entire industries. Cooonet believes in human value, education, 
and global community.  
 
Cooonet has key features incorporated into its platform that will support 
transactions of assets beyond its massive central channel of services and tutorials, 
thereby enabling growth across several domains. CoooIPUR integrates convenient 
sale and exchange of teaching materials into the platform, incentivizing merchants to 
digitize, and supporting markets for the continued flow of teaching materials 
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between users. CoooRewards are designed to drive and reward community 
participation by creating personal incentives for the growth of Cooonet. 
 
Cooonet is equipped with the mechanisms, platform and vision to grow explosively, 
rapidly, virally. Cooonet is also here to make a lasting impact. We hope that our 
Platform will usher in a new era in e-commerce.  
 
Online Tutoring  
The initial phase of the Cooonet project will emphasize its tutoring service and 
related products with regards to schoolwork, standardized testing, and foreign 
language. The scope will then be expanded to encompass many other services. 
Cooonet has a comprehensive and ever-expanding list of services and tutorials. 
 
Tutors and learners can engage productively and meaningfully on the Cooonet 
Platform. Users can share or learn an extensive variety of knowledge and skills and 
enjoy a high degree of flexibility and personalized choice in their private lessons to 
best suit their needs, given the ability to search for, personally communicate and 
negotiate with tutors. Tutors can also serve as volunteer tutors who provide tutoring 
for free or for a small fee to designated students in need who long for academic 
help.  
 
Cooonet Platform’s search engine allows for highly precise matchmaking between 
tutors and learners — search conditions include course subject, time and schedule 
preference, preferred fee amount, requests for trial lesson, et cetera. Tutoring and 
services are to be carried out "face-to-face" in Cooonet’s digital session room, a real-
time audio-visual communication environment embedded with personal notebook, 
file conversion, screen-sharing, and a range other invaluable toolbox features. Upon 
finding a good match, both parties are invited to sign a smart contract with mutually 
agreed-upon terms. CoooSession then takes care of payment between digital wallets 
in the form of CoooCoin tokens transfer. 
 
Online Teaching Materials  
Online teaching materials can help optimize teaching and improve learning 
efficiency. Anyone can sell or buy relevant teaching material on Cooonet.  CoooIPUR 
is used to manage intellectual property of teaching material on the Cooonet 
Platform.  
 
Cooonet invites teaching material providers to upload digitized files onto our 
platform for the community, either for a financial incentive as merchants, or to share 
free of charge. This allows both teachers and students easy online access to valuable 
teaching materials.  
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Online Collaboration Rooms  
Cooonet will implement a collaboration room, a forum-inspired community feature 
where teachers can help students, senior students can help junior students, and 
peers can help peers. Rooms will be categorized by subject and allow for high 
specificity and niche subgrouping according to field and level. We believe that this 
will be a popular feature for its inherent tutorial value, and have the added bonus of 
being a community-building platform.  
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2.0  Cooonet Social Enterprise and the Charity Center  
 
Cooonet hopes to be a significant contributor in the effort to provide opportunity 
and resources to young students in various parts of the world, particularly those in 
underprivileged or impoverished regions. Many children and young adults in less 
privileged areas have little access to reasonable educational resources, and often 
face bleak prospects for upward mobility.  
 
Cooonet Charity is transparent, open and accountable, non-profit, and motivated by 
a dream of a better world. It is one of the pillars of the Cooonet project.  
 
Cooonet Charity Centre provides the opportunity for tutors to offer their tutoring 
services to students in need free-of-charge or for a reduced, small fee. Verified 
senior educators can identify and recommend students in need who long for 
academic help anywhere in the world. Cooonet welcomes senior educators or 
officers to recommend students in need. The recommendation can be done online.  
 
Cooonet hopes to improve global access to knowledge, education, and know-how by 
partially or completely subsidizing the cost of tuition for underprivileged students 
through its Cooonet Charity initiative. 
 
During the initial phase of the Cooonet project, the Cooonet Charity initiative will 
drive site traffic and user growth by providing free tuition to young and 
underprivileged students from poorer areas. The charity initiative will continue 
throughout Cooonet’s lifetime, as it is a central pillar in the Cooonet project vision 
and mission.  
 
The Platform will also gladly welcome volunteer tutors who charge lowered rates for 
charitable purposes, and engage with these students with care and compassion. The 
world needs more love.  
 
Cooonet Charity relies on donations from compassionate individuals to sustain 
tuition support for underprivileged students and those in need. Cooonet guarantees 
that donations will be used solely for this purpose. Cooonet welcomes any amount of 
donation, however large or small, to either existing Charitable Funds or directly to a 
specified student in need.  
 
2.1 Personalised Private Charity Fund Account 
Any registered and verified Cooonet account may form his/her own charitable funds.  
Anyone can provide donations in any amount and establish their own charitable fund 
on the platform. Charitable funds may be established under a company and/or 
personal name. Owners of charitable funds will have full control over the use of their 
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funds. All uses of funds are fully transparent and accountable due to blockchain 
technology.  Cooonet Charity has mechanisms to prevent exploitation and abuse of 
the charity initiatives. A role is to facilitate charitable works; fund donors have direct 
oversight and managerial discretion concerning the use of funds.  
 
2.2 Statements of Charitable Fund Usage 
All donations are used solely to sponsor tutoring services provided by tutors to 
students in need. All information and regulations relating to charitable funds are 
open to the public. Anyone can review the records of use of any charitable fund. 
Cooonet upholds full transparency concerning the use of donations.  
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3.0 Technology  
 
The Cooonet business is powered by the latest developments in distributed ledger 
generally called “blockchain” technology. Blockchains have opened up new doors for 
innovation and the world has only just begun to explore its possibilities. The Cooonet 
Platform makes use of digital identity, digital assets and smart contracts in order to 
create an online, extremely secure "smart economy".  
 
3.1 Cooonet Distributed Ledger “blockchain”  
As with Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, the security and integrity of CoooCoin 
relies on decentralized Merkle trees. Thanks to the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), 
Cooonet is able to benefit from its existing ledger which uses Ethash as proof of work 
and is already in a robust and decentralized state.  
 
CoooCoin transactions are secured in the following manner; described in Figure 1 to 
Figure 3 that follow. 
 
Figure 1 – Metadata from CoooCoin transfer hashed onto the Merkel Tree  

 
Source: Cooonet 

 
The blockchain is typically managed by a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering 
to a protocol for validating new blocks. Once recorded, the data in any given block 
cannot be altered retroactively without the alteration of all subsequent blocks and a 
collusion of the network majority.  
 
Blockchains are secure by design and are an example of a distributed computing 
system with high Byzantine fault tolerance. Decentralized consensus has therefore 
been achieved with a blockchain. This makes blockchains potentially suitable for the 
recording of events and record management activities, such as identity management, 
transaction processing, documenting provenance and asset traceability.  
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“A blockchain – originally block chain – is a continuously growing list of records, 
called blocks, which are linked and secured using cryptography. Each block contains 
typically a hash pointer as a link to a previous block, a timestamp and transaction 
data. By design, blockchains are inherently resistant to modification of the data. 
Functionally, a blockchain can serve as "an open, distributed ledger that can record 
transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way."  
Source: Wikipedia 
 
The first distributed blockchain was conceptualised by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 and 
implemented the following year with the first application being the digital currency 
bitcoin, where the block chain plus smart contract and bitcoin, serves as the public 
ledger for all transactions. The invention of bitcoin on the blockchain made it the first 
digital currency to solve the double spending problem, without the use of a trusted 
authority or central server. The bitcoin design has been the inspiration for other 
applications. 
 
 
Figure 2 – Blockchain illustrated  

 
 
Source: Cooonet 

 
 
3.2 Smart Contracts  
Cooonet Platform shall run instances of Geth in its backend and interact with it 
through the JSON RPC API defined by Ethereum (https://github.com/ 
ethereum/wiki/wiki/JSON-RPC).  The RPC calls will allow the Cooonet Platform to 
make appropriate transfers of CoooCoins, CoooRewards and CoooIPUR on the smart 
contracts deployed on the EVM.   
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Figure 3 – Cooonet Geth Nodes  

 
Note: It is important to note that while figure #3 illustrates Cooonet’s connection with Geth nodes, it is not 
the full topology of Cooonet’s infrastructure.  
Source: Cooonet 

 
The following paragraphs are excerpted from Wikipedia for the benefit of those who 
are not familiar with smart contract technology:  
 
“Smart contracts are computer protocols intended to facilitate, verify, or enforce the 
negotiation or performance of a contract. Smart contracts were first proposed by 
Nick Szabo in 1996.  Proponents of smart contracts claim that many kinds of 
contractual clauses may be made partially or fully self-executing, self-enforcing, or 
both. The aim with smart contracts is to provide security that is superior to traditional 
contract law and to reduce other transaction costs associated with contracting. 
Smart contracts have been used primarily in association with cryptocurrencies. A 
prominent smart contract implementation is the Ethereum blockchain platform.“  
 
Figure 4 – Smart Contract illustration  

 
 
 
Source: Cooonet 
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3.3 Smart Contract System - CoooSession  
Blockchain technology provides us with a decentralized, tamper-resistant, highly 
reliable system in which smart contracts and cryptocurrency can ensure smooth and 
secure transactions from digital wallet to digital wallet. Cooonet has its own 
independent smart contract system: CoooSession. CoooSession is built on the 
Ethereum smart contract. Services are paid for in CoooCoins. The CoooSession 
facilitates these seamless and safe transfers.  
 
CoooSession also refers to our custom-built digital session room. Service providers 
and service seekers, such as learners and tutors, will be connected through video, 
audio, text, image, file-share, and have access to an embedded whiteboard interface 
as well as a toolbox of handy learning features.  
 
CoooSession is the product of a digital wallet and a digital session room powered by 
smart contract. It offers a revolutionary change to the worldwide service industry in 
matters of convenience and security. 
 
3.4 CoooCoin and Reward Token CoooReward 
CoooCoin is a digital Ethereum-powered exchange token used in CoooSession and 
other transactions on the Cooonet Platform. CoooCoin owners can use the tokens to 
purchase services or goods on the platform upon launch.  
 
CoooRewards is a second token and is awarded to participants who have contributed 
to the success of and state-of-the-art blockchain technology. Almost every 
participant shall be rewarded with CoooRewards one way or another.  CoooRewards 
are collected and then later exchanged for CoooCoins. 
 
3.5 Intellectual Property Asset - CoooIPUR  
CoooIPUR is a simple and easy-to-use digital asset based on blockchain 
technology. Each CoooIPUR represents the intellectual property right, ownership and 
other attributes of every individual copy of teaching materials on the Platform. 
Cooonet users are able to sell, buy, transfer, donate and even give away this digital 
asset.  
 
Unlike traditional ways of purchasing books and teaching materials, CoooIPUR is 
developed to provide full control over the rights of digital assets as they circulate 
between users. Thus, teaching content suppliers have the capability to prevent 
CoooIPUR which they sold or donated from being re-sold for profit. This is only one 
of the extensive powers and use-cases CoooIPUR has to offer. The digital asset is also 
able to dictate the period of use, type of use and progressive payments of each 
digital asset.  
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CoooIPUR is fully integrated into the Cooonet Platform and recorded on the 
blockchain ledger. It is the centrepiece of the Cooonet Intellectual Property System.  
 
Compatibility  
As the global platform is designed to be inclusive of people of all backgrounds, 
Cooonet is committed to ensuring the best possible user experience across a wide 
range of devices and operating systems.  
 
Figure 5 – Compatibility with a wide range of devices & operating systems  

 
Source: Cooonet 

 
Cooonet is born out of a REST based platform and has the ability to provide APIs in 
the future for developers wishing to integrate with the platform.  
 
Figure 6 – REST based application  

 
Source: Coootech Co. Limited 
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Scalability  
The Cooonet Platform is designed to have the capacity to accommodate a continually 
expanding. Various infrastructures offered by AWS are used to ensure optimal 
performance. Components used by Cooonet include in-memory data stores, 
relational and non-relational databases, content delivery networks, & load balancers. 
 
Figure 7 – Cooonet Platform’s scalability 

 
Source: Cooonet 
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4.0 Asia and Global Education Service Markets  
 
The core educational service is teaching and tutoring of students at schools, for 
movement from primary school to secondary school, then Ordinary Level exams 
around the age of 16 then Advanced Level of exams or International Baccalaureate 
around the age of 18 for entry to University and Technical Colleges.  There is also 
scope for tutoring at University level and for adult education. 
 
There is also increasing scope for adult educational and vocational training and also 
lifestyle skills and talent development. This includes teaching, training and personal 
development modalities including coaching and mentoring. 
 
Most online school tuition platforms focus on the premium market. Their marketing 
and branding strategy typically appeal to the well-to-do and high income urban 
demographic. Cooonet believes that ‘elite private tutoring’ of this kind is limiting and 
restrictive and intends to broaden the appeal and access to all students. 
 
 
Figure 8:  Cooonet’s expanding portfolio: Teaching, Tutoring, Coaching, Mentoring 

 
Source: Cooonet 

 
 
4.1 Online Tuition  
Cooonet provides a service exchange platform for the general public and global 
population. Cooonet believes in the needs of ordinary people and the powers of the 
ordinary people. The reasons why people need private tuition vary greatly. Private 
tuition can be useful for remedial students or others needing special attention; it can 
provide more advanced and challenging material for exceptionally capable and highly 
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motivated students; or it can add richness and variety to the curricula of a home-
schooled child.  
 
Confucius said: “Three people walk together; there must be a teacher of mine among 
them”.  
 
Well-educated retirees, housewives, fresh graduates and people from many walks of 
life can all be good tutors and have valuable knowledge, education, and know-how 
to offer; even current students can act as tutors and mentors to other students.  
 
Academic tutoring from more experienced students at a higher grade level can help 
encourage and strengthen a younger student so that they do not fall behind. 
Cooonet believes that all forms of learning and coaching benefit from a personal 
touch, and that care, encouragement, and motivation are more important in helping 
a student develop than drilling examination techniques. The breadth of Cooonet lets 
people find the right fit for them so that they can learn in a way that best suits them.  
 
Online private tuition is the core opportunity. Cooonet is an effective and efficient 
way to address the unique needs of each student as each of them differs in terms of 
comprehension, calibre and ability. Cooonet facilitate tutors to provide more 
individualized instruction than is possible in public schools by using more flexible 
mechanisms. Cooonet will transform global online tuition industry.  
 
Cooonet will drive user growth by focusing its initial efforts on the school and 
language tutoring markets. Private tutoring has become an integral part of the 
education system and has emerged in recent years as a massive industry. According 
to Global Industry Analysts, Inc., global private tutoring is on track to becoming a 
US$196.3 billion industry by 2020, with a large percentage of the market 
concentrated in Asia.  
 
According to Wikipedia, “in South Korea, nearly 90% of elementary students receive 
some sort of shadow education. In Hong Kong, about 85% of senior secondary 
students do so. 60% of primary students in West Bengal, India, and 60% of secondary 
students in Kazakhstan receive private tutoring. Demand for tutoring in Asia is 
exploding; by comparison globally, shadow education is most extensive in Asia. This is 
partly due to the stratification of education systems, cultural factors, perceptions of 
shortcomings in regular school systems, and the combination of growing wealth and 
smaller family sizes.”  
 
China, for example, with its 162 million students in primary and secondary levels, 
boasts a $60 billion business for K-12 private tutoring. Other education-crazed 
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countries and regions include South Korea, Singapore, Japan, Hong Kong, India, 
Europe and the United States.  
 
 
Figure 9:  Cooonet has huge geographic growth expansion opportunities 

 
Source: Cooonet 

 
Online private tuition is the entry opportunity Cooonet is primed for as its debut into 
the online services industry. Online tutoring is a flexible, effective and efficient way 
to address the unique needs of each student. Cooonet Platform will cater to each 
individual’s ability, background and learning style. Cooonet facilitates individualized 
and customizable instruction to a degree greater than is possible in traditional public 
schools and standard private schools by tapping into the cloud economy with an 
intelligent and accessible Platform account interface. Cooonet will transform the 
global online tuition industry.  
 
 
4.2 Other Adult Vocational Training and Academic, Work & Leisure Services  
Cooonet’s ultimate goal is to become the one-stop digital marketplace for online 
education services. It will launch many other integrated platforms customized for 
particular professional, hobby, sports, and leisure services in the near future. 
CoooRewards and CoooCoins will facilitate the adoption of the Platform by 
incentivizing community participation and embedding vitality into Cooonet’s growth 
trajectory.  
 
The educational ecosystem includes several stakeholders: teachers; students and 
parents, school officers /principals, state education officials.  Also, teachers could 
also be tutors and content creators and providers. Teachers could be buyers of 
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tutoring and content, Parents could be buyers and also donors of funds to Cooonet 
to enable low income families and children to access the educational services. 
 
Figure 10:  Cooonet Ecosystem 

 
Source: Cooonet 
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5.0 The Executive Management Team and Advisors 
  

5.1 Cooonet Core Executive Management Team 

 
Luffer Wong 
黄贵明 
CEO  & Founder 
 

MBA (University of Leicester, UK), BSc EE (National Taiwan 
University, Taiwan). Luffer was the director of three publicly 
listed companies in Hong Kong. He has a wealth of experience in 
corporate strategic planning and implementation. He has gained 
exposure to both Western and Chinese corporate cultures and 
environments and has developed a deep understanding of key 
success factors in building a corporation of global influence. 
Luffer has extensive professional experience in the dynamic, 
innovative and competitive Information Technology industry, 
and has also been active in the digital start-up scene. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lufferwong-85294621388/ 
 

 
PS Tang 
邓炳成 
COO CMO 
 

EMBA (National Chengchi University, Taiwan), BSc Mechanical 
Engineering (National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan). Tang is a 
visionary and creative entrepreneur, a senior executive with 
global experience in strategic planning, business operations, 
technology development, product management, business 
development, sales and channel management, acquisitions and 
P&L management for both new start-ups and corporate 
organizations. He is a dynamic entrepreneurship and solid 
experience in new business start-ups and people management 
with multicultural and cross-functional team in different 
countries (Taiwan, China, India, SEA, North America and 
Europe). He has strong technology knowledge with around 30 
years of experience in product innovation, marketing, 
management and R&D. He involved in two patents and won 20 
International Innovation Design Awards. He initiated and led the 
Cooler Master "Make It Yours" Re-Brand & Products Strategy. 
The Free-Form Modular System redefined the design and trend 
of D.I.Y. PC. Tang was a founder of the Delta Electronics' 
consumer power brand ‘Innergie’. As a leading brand in 
consumer power, Innergie not only created a new product trend 
but also bring the industry standard to another level. He was 
also a co-founder and CEO of HPI Technology Ltd. HPI was the 
first company which provide ‘One-stop’ services from product 
ID, EE & ME design, design verification, precision tooling 
fabrication to final assembly for IT & computer accessories 
products in this regions. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pstang2017/ 
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Shawn Chang 
CFO 
 

MBA (Minnesota Winona State University, USA). Shawn held 
positions as Greater China Regional Director Of Finance for 
Fairmont Raffles Hotels International, Asia Pacific Finance 
Director For Thistle & Guoman Hotels International, Jakarta 
Head Of Finance for Ritz-Carlton & Marriott International. 
Shawn is responsible for group financial reporting, merger and 
acquisition, new project funding, system integration, as well as 
established joint venture partnership and companies in China 
and Singapore. He has vast financial and tax experience in the 
Asia-Pacific region. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shawn-chang-b47b09150/ 
 

 
Rain Liu 
Director  
Business Development, China 
 

B.Sc. Rain has more than 6 years of experience in software 
development, online sales, product communication and digital 
marketing. He has key insights into product management and 
business development. His personal and professional 
experiences make him a valuable asset to Cooonet’s mainland 
China business development. China is by far the most populated 
country and thereby the largest market of services in the world. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rain-liu-910608b5/ 

 
Dominic Tan 
Director  
Business Development, 
South East Asia 
 

B. Engineering (HONS) Electronic Engineering. Dominic has more 
than 8 years of experience in website design and development, 
mobile application development, online digital marketing and 
SEO proficiency in Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia. Dominic 
responsible for website development planning, server system 
administration and security, online Search engine optimisation 
as well as vast experience in SaaS, CRM, Frameworks, and online 
data conversion & interpretation. He also has advanced 
understanding and deep experience in online service market, e-
platform and digital marketing in South East Asia. He is 
technically proficient and has multilingual asset.   
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dominic-tan-5856b3ab/ 
 

 
Chien Wong 
Director  
Product Design & Comm. 

MA (Hong Kong University, HK), BA (Swarthmore College, USA). 
Chien works on product design and user experience, ensuring 
that Cooonet's innovative business models and blockchain 
technologies are packaged as an easy-to-use Platform. In 
addition to product design, Chien also handles corporate and 
product communications. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chien-he-wong/ 
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5.2 Cooonet Advisory Management Team 

 
Dr. Ansel Teng   
邓扬品博士 
Advisor  
Technology 
 

Ph.D. CS (University of Maryland, USA), BSc EE (National 
Taiwan University, Taiwan). Ansel is an accomplished senior 
technology leader with more than 25 years of experience in 
financial services and internet business.  He is the founder and 
the principal consultant at Ascension Technology 
Management, as well as a public speaker on cryptocurrency 
and blockchain.  Previously, Ansel was the Vice President of IT 
at the Capital Group and the Vice President of Engineering at 
eToys. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anselteng/ 
 

 
Dr. David Chek Ling Ngo 
Advisor 
Information Technology 
 

PhD Computer Science (Trinity College, Ireland), BAI 
Microelectronics & Electrical Engineering (Trinity College, 
Ireland). Dr. David Ngo is a Fellow of the Institution of 
Engineering and Technology (FIET), Fellow of the British 
Computer Society (FBCS), and a Senior Member of the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (SMIEEE). Dr. David 
is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and Outreach) at 
Wawasan Open University (WoU, Malaysia). He served as a 
Research Professor ane Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and 
Higher Degrees) at Sunway University. Dr Ngo also served as 
Associate Professor and Dean and of the Faculty of Information 
Science & Technology at Multimedia University, Malaysia, and 
Professor and Dean of the Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology at University of Malaya. He was a 
Visiting Professor at Monash University Malaysia and at the 
University of Science Malaysia. As an active researcher with 
research interests in Aesthetic Computation, Biometric 
Encryption and Predictive Intelligence, Dr Ngo has participated 
in numerous IT projects, and has 4 patents pending. He is 
currently leading the WoU's digital transformation programme, 
the biggest transformation programme of the university’s 
history; achieving system scalability, network connectivity and 
information availability. He also actively participates in IT 
ventures and startups. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-chek-ling-ngo-0228a72/ 
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Dr. John C. M. Lee 
李春茂博士 
Advisor  
Technology & Business 
 

Ph.D. CS (University of Minnesota, USA). John serves as 
Chairman and CEO of Asia Vision Technology (AVT) Limited and 
an independent non-executive director of Luxey International 
(Holdings) Limited. John has served as a Professor at Hong 
Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) from 1992 
to 2000. He was a researcher at the Institute of Systems 
Science (ISS), National University of Singapore. His invention of 
‘Vehicle License Plate and Container Number Recognition 
(VECON) system’ and ‘Method and System for Container 
Identification’ were granted U.S. Patents. John successfully 
commercialized the technology in 1997 and led the AVT Group 
to be accredited by the world's leading professional services 
firms, statutory bodies and trade associations. He was Senior 
Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
in 1999 and also served as a Member of the Editorial Board for 
the International Journal of Multimedia Tools and Applications 
from 1998 to 2002. He was Guest Editor for the 1996 special 
issue on Image Databases for Pattern Recognition Journal. He 
was selected to be included in Who's Who in Science and 
Engineering. John has also received the Digital Equipment 
Corporation's Alpha Award.  
 

 
Dr. Steve T. T. Chen  
陈自创博士 
Advisor  
Legal and Relationship 
 

Ph.D. Law (University of London, UK), LL.B (National Taiwan 
University, TW). Steve serves as Director at Picowork Limited 
and Corporate Strategist at China Solar Energy Holdings 
Limited. Steve has served as Counselor for the Taipei City 
Government, Vice Chairman for the Taiwan Business 
Association (Hong Kong) Ltd. and Director for the Association 
of Chinese Traders. He is well experienced in the fields of legal 
affairs, market development, and corporate strategies in 
Greater China, with previous senior executive appointments 
including CNT Groups Ltd. (a public listed company in Hong 
Kong), and Taipei’s Taiwan Cement Group Ltd. (the largest 
cement manufacturing company, a public listed company in 
Taiwan). Steve is a respected commentator and writer for 
national economic and legal affairs. 
 

 
Dr. Wilson S. K. Wong 
黄成果博士 
Advisor  
Education and Training 

PhD Management (Wesleyan College of Manila), Doctoral 
Study in Education (Central China Normal University), Doctoral 
Study in Philosophy (Hong Kong Buddhist College), MBA (City 
University of Seattle, USA), Postgraduate Diploma in Education 
(The Chinese University of Hong Kong), BBA (National Taiwan 
University).  Registered Teacher with Hong Kong Government 
since 1982, Accredited University & College Lecturer with 
Taiwan Ministry of Education since 1988. Certified Business 
Trainer, Senior Business Trainer, Public Nutritionist, 
Psychological Counsellor (China Ministry of Human Resources 
and Social Security); Certified Project Manager and Trainer 
(International Project Management Association); Full 
Certificate in Brain Gym Teacher Trainings (Educational 
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 Kinesiology Foundation); Certified Training Masters of Business 
Trainers, Vocational Core Skills, Hypnotic Health Care 
Counselors, Business Administrative Management and 
Psychological Supervisors (China Ministry of Human Resources 
and Social Security – China Employment Training Technical 
Instruction Center); and, State Vocational Core Skills Coach, 
Senior Trainer and Senior Assessor (China Ministry of Human 
Resources and Social Security – Vocational Skills Assessment 
Experts Committee). Dr. Wong has been a teacher; business 
administrator and manager; college lecturer, administrator and 
department head. He has experience teaching and instructing 
in primary, secondary, tertiary, and postgraduate schools, and 
has provided in-house business training as well as counselling 
and coaching services. He has worked in professional 
environments across Hong Kong, USA, Taiwan, Macau, 
Mainland China and UK. His interests in teaching, counselling, 
coaching and managing spans the gamut from human 
individuals to businesses — he is an expert in societal 
organization. Dr. Wong has designs to establish an education 
and training institution built upon distance learning, bringing 
UK accredited programs to the global online stage, with a focus 
on One Belt One Road countries.  
 

 
Ben Wong 
Advisor  
Finance and Accounting 
 

Fellow of The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants 
(FCCA), Associate of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (CPA), Master Degree of Philosophy in Economics 
(The Chinese University, HK), BSc (The Chinese University, HK), 
Executive Diploma in Merger and Acquisition (HKU), Master 
course in Quantitative Methods for Decision Analysis (Open 
University, HK), CFO Programme (China Europe International 
Business School, China), Diploma in Business Administration in 
the PRC (Hong Kong Productivity Council, HK).  Ben is a 
seasoned financial executive with over 20 years of experience 
in diverse industries (both listed and private corporations). Ben 
is well versed in Accounting Standards, Listing Rules, Company 
Ordinance and Tax Rules. He possesses strong PRC and 
international experience and has participated in the IPO 
process. He has solid leadership and interpersonal skills to 
rapport will all level of staff and management. Ben was 
Financial Controller of Shinhint Acoustic Link Holdings Limited 
and Proview International Holdings Limited; both are public 
listed company on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong. 
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Gary Oh 
Advisor  
Marketing and Sales 
 

B.Sc (Hons) EE (University of Kent, UK), Graduate Diploma in 
Marketing (Marketing Institute of Singapore). Gary is a senior 
business development professional with more than 30 years of 
experience in the industry. Gary is also proficient at digital and 
social media marketing, and is passionate about 
cryptocurrency. Gary has worked in a Fortune 150 company, 
Arrow Electronics, as a Regional Director. Gary co-founded 
Achieva Components and Gourmet Artisan, and has 
substantive hands-on experience on startup operations; as 
such, he is very familiar with the startup ecosystem and 
fundraising processes. He is currently the Director of Inglo 
Enterprise, an IT solution provider. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/garyoh/ 
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6.0 Token Generating Event and Token Economics 
 
Check the official website: https://www.cooocoin.com for further information and 
current updates. 
 
CoooCoin is issued by Cooocoin Corporation. Cooocoin Corporation is a BVI 
registered company also referred to herein as the “Company”. Cooocoin Corporation 
is fundraising through the Token Generating Event route in order to support 
development and deployment of Cooonet Corporation a BVI registered company. 
Cooonet Corporation is also referred to herein as “Cooonet” and has business 
activities such as: Cooonet Technology, Cooonet Platform and the Cooonet Charity 
Center.    
 
The Cooonet Platform shall use CoooCoin as the sole medium of exchange for all 
transactions made on the Platform. Cooonet Platform is a working product.  
 
 
6.1 The Token Generating Event 
Token Sale and Purchase Mechanism is shown in the following infographic.  
If our legal counsel advises to reflect the dynamic and fast changing legal 
environment, we reserve the right to amend the process detailed in this mechanism. 
 
Figure X:  Token Generating Event Mechanism 

 
Source: Cooonet 
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Cooocoin Corporation will finance Cooonet Corporation which is a holding company 
for the current Cooonet Platform and operating activities described in this White 
Paper. 
  
CoooCoin Token is designed to be used as a low value payment system, hence the 
large number issued. The unit of CoooCoin is COOO. The value of 1000 COOO, also 
called a KCOOO is set initially at 0.1ETH so that it can be used by millions of users in 
millions of transactions in Asia. 
 
Token Economics 

• Hard cap is 500,000,000 COOO equivalent to 50,000 ETH  
• Soft cap is 100,000,000 COOO equivalent to 10,000 ETH 
• CoooCoin Token has a registered code of COOO 

 
 
6.2 The Private Token Sale 
The Private Sale is to reward early participants and to reward such people whom 
commit and release their Ether. 
 
Start Date: February 20th 2018 
Private CoooCoin Price for 1,000 COOO Tokens in the private sale is 0.1 ETH. 
 
The Private Sale Bonus Scheme is 30% bonus volume plus an additional value based 
volume bonus. 
 
The additional value bonus based upon increasing purchase value amounts is: 
10 ETH – 100 ETH receives a 5% CoooCoin volume bonus.  
101 ETH – 300 ETH receives a 15% CoooCoin volume bonus.  
301 ETH – 600 ETH receives a 20% CoooCoin volume bonus.  
Over 601 ETH receives a 30% CoooCoin volume bonus.  
 
These bonus CoooCoins are only vested and issued after the Private buyer has held 
the CoooCoins for the time agreed, 30 days to 90 days, in the Sale and Purchase 
Agreement. This time period may vary with individual agreements. The objective is 
to encourage holding of the CoooCoins after the initial CoooCoin listing day. 
 
Cooocoin Corporation reserves the right to amend these dates and bonus plan 
please refer to the official website for current up to date information. 
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6.3 The Public Token Sale 
Public Start Date: 1st Sep 2018 
Public End date:  30th Sep 2018 or earlier, if tokens are fully sold  
Check the official website: https://www.cooocoin.com for further information.  
Public CoooCoin price is for 1,000 COOO Tokens in the public sale is 0.1 ETH. 
 
There is a time based bonus as follows: 
Week 1 (1st Sep to 7th Sep): receives a 20% CoooCoin volume bonus.  
Week 2 (8th Sep to 14th Sep): receives a 15% CoooCoin volume bonus.  
Week 3 (15th Sep to 21st Sep): receives a 10% CoooCoin volume bonus.  
Week 4 (22nd Sep to 30th Sep): no volume bonus.  
 
Cooocoin Corporation reserves the right to amend these dates and bonus plan 
please refer to the official website for current up to date information. 
 
 
6.4 The Allocation of CoooCoin Tokens 
The Private Token Sale is to reward early adopters whom commit and release Ether 
Tokens to the project. The Private Token participants get a 30% bonus volume plus a 
further bonus volume based upon amount of committed token purchase, ranging 
from 5% to 20%. These bonus volume shares are allocated on the volume of tokens 
held after a pre-determined period after the CoooCoin exchange listing date, to 
encourage token holders to hold the tokens longer term.  If all the Private Sale 
Tokens are taken up and the expected bonus volumes applied the total pool in the 
Private Token sale is expected to be around 40% of all CoooCoins issued. 
 
The Public Token Sale has a reward for early adopters too.  The Public Token 
participants get a bonus volume based upon the time of committed token purchaser, 
ranging from 0% to 30%.  Public Token buyers in the first week will receive a 30% 
bonus volume shares, decreasing to 15% in week 2, 10% in week 3 and 0% in week 
four. These Public Sale bonus volume shares are allocated immediately on the 
transfer of Ether and there are no holding requirements post CoooCoin listing. If all 
the Public Sale Tokens are taken up and the expected bonus volumes applied the 
total pool in the Public Token sale is expected to be around 30% of all CoooCoins 
issued. 
 
Around 20% of the Token issuance is expected to be used as compensation in Tokens 
to the various professionals and expenses involved in the Token Sale and Purchase 
process. These expenses include but are not limited to legal, consulting, marketing 
and other professional services fees. Also, these tokens are to reward business 
partners, volunteers designers, volunteer developers and other such people who 
contribute to furthering the Cooonet Platform, and to reward pioneers, advisors, and 
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the Cooonet Founder and current employees. Escrow: The Cooonet reserves the 
right to prescribe up to a one-year lockup period. 
 
The Cooonet is a Social Enterprise, and the Cooonet Charity Center, is allocated 10% 
of the Tokens Issued 50,000,000 CoooCoins. 
 
Any CoooCoin not sold in the token sale and purchase process or not used in the TGE 
commission and professional bonus pool, will be given to the Cooonet Charity 
Center. Therefore, the hard cap of 500,000,000 CoooCoin will be achieved. 
 

 
 
 
6.5 The Usage of Funds of CoooCoin Tokens 
The Ether Tokens raised, after the deduction of the TGE Expenses and the 
contribution to the Cooonet Charity Center for social enterprise, will be used by 
Cooonet Corporation, in the following way: 

• Ongoing development and operation of the Cooonet platform 
• Ongoing operation, maintenance and security of the Cooonet blockchain and 

ECR20 gateway and platform 
• Marketing of the Cooonet business in each geographic region of operation 
• Asia country expansion of the Cooonet business 
• Operational costs of the Cooonet business, for the initial period 2018 to 2021 

until profitable in year 3 
  

DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS  (%)

Social Enterprise Token Private Sales Token Public Sales TGE Sales Process
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USAGE OF FUNDS RAISED 2018-2021 (%)

Cooonet Development Blockchain, ECR, Security Operations

Marketing Business Operations

Regional Expansion
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7.0 Legal  
 
By accessing this document or any part of the same, you represent and warrant to 
Cooocoin Corporation BVI (the “Company”) that you accept the following disclaimers 
and terms and conditions below. 
 
The Company is committed to the best practice policies and procedures to ensure 
legal and regulatory compliance.  Tokens are in a dynamic and fast changing legal 
and regulatory environment, the Company reserve the right to revise and reissue this 
white paper, based upon the latest advice from our legal counsel panel. 
 
This white paper document, any other documents and information produced and/or 
released by the Company in relation to the CoooCoin Token Sales, including any 
information found on the official website or social media controlled by the Company  
is collectively referred to  “White Paper and Related Information”. 

 
7.1 KYC and AML 
Anyone registering on the Cooocoin web site for the token offering will at some 
stage have to comply with our prevailing Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money 
Laundering (AML) requirements which will reflect the industry norms and 
international standards.  This will be at stages such as registering for the white list 
and submitted an application to buy tokens, completing the CoooCoin Token Sale 
and Purchase Agreement. The Company has the right to refuse any Person whom 
fails to do this. 
 
The term “Person” refers to any legal entity such as a company, partnership, trust, 
registered association, or any entity established in law. 
 
The CoooCoin Token Sale and Purchase Agreement and token sale are not on offer to 
any Person who is resident / registered in any jurisdiction where such transactions 
are not allowed by law or if specific licensing or regulatory approval are required.  
 
Specifically, Citizens and Permanent Residents of the following countries are not 
allowed to participate in the CoooCoin token sale process: (i) the United States of 
America; (ii) the People’s Republic of China; or (iii) any other jurisdiction which 
prohibits participation in the sale of CoooCoin tokens or the purchase of such tokens 
or any such similar activity. 
 
Persons wishing to participate are independently responsible to ensure if there are 
any restrictions applicable to them and comply with those restrictions. 
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7.2 Compliance Statements 
You agree and acknowledge that: 
• the CoooCoin Tokens do not constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction, 

especially your home jurisdiction and/ or country 
• this white paper document, any other documents and information produced 

and/or released by the Company in relation to the CoooCoin Token Sales, 
including any information found on the official website or social media controlled 
by CoooCoin  called “White Paper and Related Information” is not intended to 
constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment 
in securities; 

• no regulatory authority has examined or approved of this White Paper and 
Related Information; 

• the White Paper and Related Information, shall not be interpreted or deemed by 
you as an indication of the merits and/or future performance of the Company and 
the CoooCoin Tokens. 

• the CoooCoin Token is not intended to constitute a security or profit sharing 
arrangement. 

• the CoooCoin Tokens are to be interpreted and treated in the following way: 
(i) CoooCoin Tokens are not any kind of currency or commodity; 
(ii) CoooCoin Tokens are not any security of any type such as 

debentures, stocks, shares, notes, bonds, convertible notes, units in 
a collective investment scheme, units in a trust; 

(iii) CoooCoin Tokens do not have any rights or voting rights on the 
Company; 

(iv) CoooCoin Tokens are not any type of investment, as defined by the 
relevant securities and/or related regulations in your home country 
/ jurisdiction. 

 
You represent and warrant to the Company that: 

• You are as the Token Purchaser, either an Accredited Investors (AI) and / or an 
Institutional Investors (II) as defined in your home country and or jurisdiction.  

• You have at least a basic degree of understanding blockchain, smart contracts, 
crypto currencies , digital wallets and related technologies  

• You have read this White Paper and Related Information and so have a basic 
understanding of the Cooonet business, platform and its operations; 

• You understand that the purchase of tokens is inherently risky; 
• You are fully aware and understand that there are risks associated with buying 

and owning CoooCoin Tokens, that there are risks associated with: (a) the 
Cooonet business, platform and operations; (b) the CoooCoin; (c) the 
Company and the CoooCoin Token Sale; and (d) relying or acting on all or any 
part of the White Paper and Related Information. 
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7.3 Terms of CoooCoin Sale & Purchase Agreement  
All purchases of CoooCoin Tokens are non-refundable. Ownership of CoooCoin  
Tokens does not provide any control or rights, voting or otherwise, in the future 
governance , of the Cooonet business, platform and operations. By purchasing the 
CoooCoin Tokens you acknowledge and accept that you have carefully reviewed and 
fully understand the risks as mentioned in the White Paper and Related Information. 
 
You and/or the purchaser will take sole responsibility for any risks associated with 
the purchase of CoooCoin Tokens and represents and warrants that the purchase is 
to support the development of the project, that it is not for the purpose of 
speculative investment.  
 
The Cooonet business, platform, operations and associated products and 
developments are intended to be developed the White Paper and Related 
Information and on the successful completion of the CoooCoin Token Sales, however 
the project scope, budget, road map and deadlines are open to change at any time, 
without any prior written notice to you, and should not be deemed as final and can 
not be relied upon. 
 
No part of the White Paper and Related Information should be considered to be 
advice, that is business, legal, financial or tax advice, regarding the Company, the 
CoooCoin Tokens, the CoooCoin Token Sale. You should consult and rely upon your 
own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor before purchasing CoooCoin 
Tokens.  
 
In no event shall the Company or any current or former employees, officers, 
directors, trustees, agents, advisors, contractors or volunteers of the Company be 
liable for: 
(i) any loss of Ether tokens, funds or consequential damages, arising out of your 

use or inability to use the services or products or CoooCoin Tokens  offered by 
the Company; 

(ii) any security risk such as hacker attacks; 
(iii) a loss of your password, loss of private key, or your failure to properly secure 

your CoooCoin Tokens. 
(iv) any information or mistakes contained in this white paper and related 

information or any expectations arising; 
(v) any losses or damages arising out of or in connection with the purchase, use, 

sale, volatility or otherwise of the CoooCoin Tokens. 
 
You assume all responsibility and risk with respect to your use of this White Paper 
and Related Information and the CoooCoin Tokens, and all of it is provided on an “as 
is” basis and without any warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied.  
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To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, the Token issuer and Token 
Distributor shall not be liable, and you hereby irrevocably and unconditionally waive:  

(i) all and any claims, whether actual or contingent; 
(ii) release and discharge the Company and all of the Company 

Representatives from any and all liability and you irrevocably and 
unconditionally undertake to indemnify, and keep indemnified the 
Company and all Company Representatives: 
a) all liabilities or losses suffered by the Company or any Company 

Representative; and 
b) all reasonable costs, charges and reasonable expenses incurred by the 

Company or any Company Representative in dealing with your action 
and claim. 

 
If any provision or part-provision of this “Legal” section is or becomes invalid, illegal 
or unenforceable, it shall be deemed modified or deleted to make it valid, legal and 
enforceable. Any modification or deletion shall not affect the validity and 
enforceability of the rest of this section.  
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8.0 Roadmap  
 
Cooonet has developed and tested the concept, architecture and system overview 
and also built core critical modules and has tested these with live students and 
teachers.  
 
8.1 Milestones of the Cooonet Project 2015 to 2021 
The Cooonet vision and mission has been a passion and intention of the Founder for 
many decades.  Practical progress has occurred over the last three years, since 2015, 
using private investment funds. The breakthrough was when distributed ledgers and 
blockchain became a widely available and accepted technology solution. This led to 
the missing pieces being introduced into the system architecture. 
 
2015  

• Idea creation, business plan development and business strategies formulation  
• Platform alpha prototyping, analysis and improvement  
• Platform architectural design development  

2016  
• Platform development  
• Platform testing (part-by-part)  

2017  
• Platform integration with blockchain technology  
• Platform beta testing and improvement  

2018 
• Platform version 1.0 soft-launch with services: academic teaching and tutoring 
• Setting up operations in Hong Kong and China 
• Platform version 1.0 – English and Chinese Language on global launch  
• Driving Platform adoption and community development  
• Launch of Cooonet Charity Centre  

2019  
• Setting up operations for Taiwan, Japan and Korea  
• Platform version 2.0 launching 

2020 & 2021 
• Setting up operations for ASEAN countries (including: Singapore, Malaysia, 

Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia & Phillipines) 
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8.2 Current Project Status at January 2018 
Phase one of the Cooonet Platform Project is now 80% complete. The following list 
of modules and service elements have been designed, built and tested. The overall 
system is presently undergoing intensive beta testing and debugging. The first launch 
is scheduled to take place within a few months of Token Generating Event 
completion.  
 
You can review and trial part of the Platform at www.cooonet.com.  
 
General Module 

• Registration & Login  
• Password Hint; Reset; Change Password 
• Update User Information 
• Email verification and Mobile Phone Verification 
• Optional Advance Security 

 
Tuition Module 

• Stakeholder: Tutor; Learner 
• Search & Matching 
• Service Time Planner 
• Negotiation & Engagement 
• Homework Assignment; Assessment & Performance Report  
• Review & Rating; Qualification Verification  
• Payment; Administration Fees; Optional Donation ;Fund Statement 

 
Session Pane 

• Controls - Info, Time, Payment, reschedule 
• Audio & Video - third party solution 
• Teaching Material Display; Whiteboard – interactive; Whiteboard Toolboxes 
• Instant Text Messaging; Alert; Raise-hand 

 
Teaching Material 

• Teaching Material Supplier; create, update 
• Bookstore; Bookshelf 
• IPUR - Buy, Sell, Transfer & Donate 

 
User's Rewards 

• Service Provider Bounty  
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• Service Seeker Bounty  
 

Collaboration And Student Personal Space 
• Collaboration room 
• Personal Space  

 
User Interface 

• Online Tutoring; Charity Mobile 
 

Session Contract 
• Platform-based Session Contract 
• Decentralized Session Smart Contract 

 
Token Service Counter 

• Token Purchase; Cash-out; Deposit; Withdrawal; Transfer; Donate 
• Fund Statement 

 
Charity Centre  

• Donor/Sponsor; Sponsor Information Display  
• Decentralized Private Charitable Fund - setup 
• Fund Supervisor; Fund Management 
• Recommender; Students-in-need 
• Fund-Use Statement 

 
Platform Administration & Feedback 

• Administrator Desks 
• Platform Messaging & Notification 
• Communications; Suggestions; Feedback; Report Irregularity 
• Become Partner; Provide Tutoring; Provide Content 
• Suggestions 
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9.0 Useful Information  
 
9.1 Glossary of Terms Used 
CoooCoin is the token on the Cooonet Platform. CoooCoin is a digital asset created 
by using blockchain and smart contract technology. CoooCoin is neither “shares”, 
“debenture” nor a “collective investment scheme”.  
 
COOO is the symbol of a listed CoooCoin. It’s unit is COOO. 
 
KCOOO stands for KiloCOOO, which is defined as 1,000 COOO.  
 
CoooRewards are loyalty points given to users of the Cooonet Platform. They can be 
redeemed for CoooCoins.  
 
Cooocoin Corporation is the BVI Registered Company running the Token Generating 
Event and issuing the Token Sale and Purchase Agreement. Also herein called 
“Company” and “Cooocoin”. 
 
The Company means Cooocoin Corporation 
 
Cooonet Corporation is a BVI Registered Company, intended as a holding company 
for all Cooonet related platform, business and operations across Asia. 
 
Cooonet Foundation  is the key entity that receives the Ether tokens from the Sale 
and Purchased by Cooocoin Corporation. It provides ongoing funding and direction 
to the Cooonet Group; that is the Cooonet Platform operations; the Cooonet Charity 
Centre and any other operational entity. 
 
Cooonet Platform combines digital identities, digital intellectual property assets and 
smart contracts. Built with blockchain technology and designed for the global village. 
 
CoooIPUR is a digital Intellectual Property System based on blockchain technology.  
 
CoooSession, enables users, service providers and service buyers, to enter into 
service exchange contracts without the use of intermediaries or agents. 
 
White Paper and Related Information  This white paper document and any other 
documents and information produced and/or released by the Company in relation to 
the CoooCoin Token Sales, including any information found on the official website or 
social media controlled by Cooocoin  is collectively referred to as the  “White Paper 
and Related Information”. 
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10.0 How To Apply For CoooCoin 
  
Detailed instructions along will be posted on the official website: www.cooocoin.com  
 
There will be a white list, for pre-registration of interest, prior to the public sale 
opening. 
 
The whitelist will require registration of the applicant’s details and agreeing to 
provide Know Your Client (KYC) documentation which supports our anti money 
laundering (AML) process. 
 
Ether (ETH) will be the Cypto-currency that will be accepted as CoooCoin operates 
under a ECR20 standard. 

• Ether (ETH) Tokens accepted 
• BitCoin (BTC) and NEO Tokens are not accepted 
• Fiat currencies are not accepted 

 
Timeline 

• Private Sale Start Date: February 20th 2018 
• Public Start date: 1st Sep 2018 
• Public End date:  30th Sep 2018 or earlier, if tokens fully sold  
• CoooCoin Token Exchange listing, by 31st Oct. 2018 

 
Check the official website: https://www.cooocoin.com for further information and 
updates. 
 
 
 
 


